Remote Functionalization through Symmetric or Asymmetric Substitutions Control the Pathway of Intermolecular Singlet Fission.
Singlet fission (SF) produces two coupled triplet excitons from a high energy singlet excitation. The mechanism of SF in a variety of phenyl (-Ph) substituted pentacene is systematically studied through both ab initio and density functional theory calculations. Two classes of substitution to pentacene are considered, namely, symmetric configuration with four Ph groups (TPP) and an asymmetric configuration with two Ph groups (DPP). The positions of the singlet and triplet states are determined by calibrating the active space through state averaged complete active space self-consistent field (SA-CASSCF) calculations. The SF rates are computed based on restricted active space with single and double spin flip wave functions (RAS-SF and RAS-2SF), which are analyzed based on different intermolecular π-stacking patterns of TPP and DPP. The contribution of charge transfer (CT) state near the multiexciton (ME) state plays a significant role for SF efficiency. The role of excimer formation is supportive for ME generation [J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2016, 138, 617], and hence it is critically studied. The ME generation in TPP is a slower process and occurs through an excimer-mediated path with a large coupling between the first singlet excited state and ME state. On the other hand, DPP exhibits a relatively faster SF rate through the formation of a ME state via low-lying CT state, especially the slip-stacked dimers. The present computation elegantly demonstrates the crucial role of functional group substitution in the structure of SF active molecules in determining the efficiency of fission dynamics.